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Capturing The Decaying Building

This hybrid drawing represents the system of a pinhole camera and how audience interacts with it. 
Meaning that it will capture the decay in historical buildings and create an awareness in public 
about the crisis of the climate change. Photos are going to be taken over a certain period of time 
and displayed in Hippodrome and presented to the audience on a certain days of the year.



1189 mm

841 mm

Diagram of pinhole camera    

The images produced by the pinhole 
camera are going to be an A0 size. 
This is the most appropriate size that 
would show all the details of the 
decay process. If it is any smaller 
than that, it will not be clear enough.

The pinhole camera needs to be 
painted in black color from inside 
because it’s a process of getting a 
clear image. The distance between 
the back wall and the front wall with 
hole is going to represent the amount 
of time needed to capture the view.  

A0



Material Studies & locating Pinhole cameras



Images taken from webfire. “0923 - Brighton Hippodrome.” HTS. Accessed May 27, 2020. 
http://heynetillettsteel.com/projects/brighton-hippodrome/./

History of Hippodrome

After conducting a research into a
redevelopment of the Grade II listed
Brighton Hippodrome, it was found that the
building was used as:

• a circus
• ice rink

• a bingo hall

The proposed scheme will convert it for use
as a cinema and restaurant complex.

This has led into a further consideration of
retaining Hippodrome’s historical
character and properties. Allowing the
audience to witness the decay and the

affects of the climate change.



Investigation Of Hippodrome (Decaying process)

In order to allow a deeper understanding of
the building, this model has been built. As
well as conducting a photographic survey
of it.

These photographs demonstrate in what
condition this historical building is now
and how more and more people need to

become aware of this current problem.



Timeline



Brighton archive programme

Archive Centre: 
- A storage place for long exposure 
photographs that have been taken from 7 
locations (using a pin-hole camera) around 
Brighton. This place is going to preserve 
these photos and collect more evidence that 
will show the affect of climate change 
through the years. 

Exhibition:	
- Selected	material	will	be	chosen	and	
displayed	for	public.	These	photographs	are	
available	 to	view	only	once	a	year.	This	
process	should	raise	the	awareness	and	
ensure	that	people	are	noticing	all	these	
changes	in	buildings.	

Pinhole camera: 
- All these seven pinhole cameras will be 

taking images every day for 365 days. 
- Every morning staff members will go to 

each pinhole camera to put a new white 
sheet for the image. Every evening the 
pick up the results.

Photo of pinhole

Archive

Decaying Image

Exhibition



Iterations Strategy

Iteration 1: Iteration 2: Iteration 3:

• Planned activities are placed on the 
ground floor 

• 2 additional spaces are going to be 
used for storing the images– The 
Brighton Archive

• To host an exhibition event, it was 
decided to place it in the middle area

• – centre of the attention, with the 

coffee area at the back.

• Bigger place needed to be designed for 
the archive place - use the back side of 
the exhibition place. 

• Everything inside of the building has 
been removed except toilets, the dome 
and the stage.

• 3 pinhole cameras have been added to 

the front

• Moving the archive space onto the first 
floor

• Removing everything from the existing 
building, including the stage to allow 
to host the exhibition

• walkways on different levels, 

connecting the exhibition, pinhole

cameras.



This museum has influenced my 
design idea by creating concrete 
walk ways inside of the Brighton 
Archives. This will allow the 
audience to move freely inside of 
the building and participate in the 
exhibition, including the pinhole 
camera experience. It will also 
allow them to move between 

floors, i.e. from first to ground.

Sketches
Iteration & two key moments

Project name: Hedmark Museum Location: Oslo, 
Norway Architect: Sverre Fehn
Year: 1973 

View from concrete walkway of 
pinhole cameras

The initial idea of having an exhibition area 
using the existing seating area./ benches

View entering the Brighton Archive



Sketches
Design Inspiration

Project name: Serpentine Gallery Pavilion Location: Kensington Gardens, 
London, UK Architect: Olafur Eliasson
Year: 2007 

Project name:
Architect: Alberto Campo Baeza
Year:2009

First idea of exhibition 
with walkways and 
different entrances. 

Exhibition with walkways and platform



This sketch is a design progress showing the centre part which is 
the exhibition and the coffee area. These walkways connect the 
exhibition area to these pinhole cameras on the first floor.

Strategy of Hippodrome

This is the process of making a sketch model that shows external and internal 
walkways, including the pinhole cameras that are located on each corner of the 
Brighton Archive. These cameras have columns under them to ensure that they are 
raised enough for people to interact with.



Sketch model of final design

Exhibition wall  
( Corten steel )

Voided space

Existing  column

Rump leads to first 
platform

First platform

2nd platform



Plan	on	site	1
Ground Floor Plan with Site Location

Plan	on	site	1
 Site Plan and surrounding pinhole camera

Scale 1: 200



Ground Floor Plan
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5 1- Pinhole camera
2- Coffee area
3- Rump leads to 1st platform
4- Lift
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6- Gift shop
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First Floor Plan
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1- Pinhole camera
2- Lift
3- Rump leads to 2nd platform
4- First platform
5- Archive
6- Existing toilet
7- Display images
8- Voided spaces
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Second Floor Plan

1

Scale 1: 100

1- Second platform
2- Existing toilet
3- Rump that’s coming from 1st

platform
4- Display images
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Section A

Scale 1: 100

A perspective view from the first 

platform that shows the 

decaying pictures on the walls.

A snapshot from the first platform 

showing the central column that

support the weight of the two 

platforms.

A snapshot from the ground 

floor showing the three levels of 

the building interior.

A  shot that capture the tables of 

the coffee shop area with the 

casher section.



Section A

Scale 1: 50



Section B

Scale 1: 50



Fragment (1) Corten steel details

Steel

- The concrete floor slab will be 
supported by a concrete column, the 
base and the head of the column will 

have a steel base plate.

Material construction of the wall:
- 20mm plasterboard 
-150mm width x 200mm length concrete block
- 60mm rigid insulation
- 0.08mm DPM ( waterproof )
- -50mm corten steel cladding

- - floor finish
- - 0.08mm DPM ( waterproof )
- -70mm thermal
- -110mm concrete floor slab

Material construction of the floor:



Material manipulation

Due to the current situation I was not able to play with the 
material. However, instead, I conducted a research into the 
colour change of corten steel over a certain period of time.

- The Right side of the section will be 
a single Panel corten steel supported 

by steel brackets connected to the 
floor slab.

Fragment (2) Corten steel details



Axonometric Glass Railing of the Second Platform

Concrete Platform

Glass layer with beams underneath

Corten Steel Exhibition Wall

Ground Floor coffee Area

Archive

Concrete Platform with rump

Glass layer with beams underneath

Glass Railing of the First Platform
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Front Elevation



Final Visuals / View upon entering Brighton Archive



Final Visuals / Archive 



Final Visuals / Exhibition area



Final Visuals / Exhibition area



Final Visuals / Second platform 


